Vacation Homes Florida Style

Outdoor Living
LET THERE BE SUN

Intelligence And Simplicity Do Not Have To Escape Style Or Elegance At This Admirals Cove Winter Getaway In Jupiter Becomes A Couple's Dream Come True

THE TRUE SPIRIT OF THE quintessential Floridian lifestyle lies here in Jupiter, Fla., with stellar waterfront views and year-round sunshine — all wrapped up in the most harmonious setting for a winter getaway. Reflected by mutual friends and clients, interior designer Lorraine Rogers-Bolton’s extensive experience, imagination and dedication resulted in the larger-than-life renovation of this 7,000-square-foot home in The Club at Admirals Cove.

While the homeowners had the utmost trust in Rogers-Bolton, they were quite involved with the process from beginning to end. We carefully interviewed and
“Neutrality was deliberate, keeping the water a focal point in the theme to create a calming effect,” interior designer Lorraine Rogers-Bolton says.

familiarized ourselves with our clients until there was 100% simpatico and understanding between us,” the designer says. Working cohesively with the clients and architect, the team chose an overall neutral color palette that creates a tranquil effect throughout the space with the water becoming the main event in every room.

“Our goal was to create a gentle and contemporary style,” Rogers-Bolton says. In the living room, it's all about quality and a custom handmade silk and wool area rug with an organic pattern of soft tones of taupe, cocoa and ivory is the perfect start. In effort to create a sense of dimension, raised paneling paves the wall with elegance. The 3-D effect continues with a walnut wall screen that is topped off with creamy ivory leather. A Baker sofa clad in Paillet's ivory silk-linen pairs with lounge chairs framed with ebony wood and fitted silver leaf accents. Creamy hide armchairs are strategically placed to join the social grouping or swivel to escape into the mesmerizing water views. A pair

verse: The lights have it — an ambiance that is both eye-catching and sereneable as they illuminate the kitchen with the softest glow. Three crackled glass pendants from Visual Comfort & Co. dance gracefully over the center island topped in Calacatta Gold marble.
of custom cocktail tables designed with wrought iron bronze-finished legs and topped with sleek slabs of limestone center the space.

The kitchen was skilfully crafted in a practical way that casts a pure and polished impression. Here, white was the way to go as burnished semi-gloss coated Elmwood cabinetry reflectively sweeps through the space. The design specified...